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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness absolutely Magnificent Scientific/Mathematic
that our One and Only LORD
due to

Signs

ALLAH has created, from the very beginning,

HIS most essential Word and Promise,

in this respect, here:
=========================
49 Certainly,

We have created all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially, the "Weight/Mass of a Particle" (=in Arabic: "Mithqalu Dharratin"),
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect here =10/61 & 34/3)
based upon a PreciseMEASURE

(=biQADARIN)

(which is essentially "19" coded, from the very beginning, here =74/2630)
53 So,

We will show them Our Signs (=AYATINA)

(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630,

31)

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, in that "Weight/Mass of a Particle" (=in Arabic: "Mithqalu Dharratin"),
from the very beginning, in this most specific respect now again here =10/61 & 34/3)
and also within their selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your LORD is

Witness over all things.

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/49 = 41/53
=========================

So now, let us clearly see here

Truth.

So now, let us clearly see here
these absolutely exclusive and most essential two "Chapter  Verse" Numbers,
throughout the whole QURAN TESTAMENT,
in this respect above,
first of all, now here thus:
====================
61 ...... And nothing can escape from (the Knowledge or/and the Command of) your LORD,
not even the "Weight/Mass of a Particle" (=in Arabic: "Mithqalu Dharratin" =a specific reference to that
most essential atomic Particle = "Proton" therein) on the Earth or in the Sky,
and not "a smallerOne" than that (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Electron" therein)
and not "a biggerOne" (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein)
but is (precisely mentioned or/and recorded or/and coded) in a clear SCRIPTURE.

QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No.

10 / Verse No. 61

3 ...... And nothing can escape from (the Knowledge or/and the Command of)

HIM,

not even the "Weight/Mass of a Particle" (=in Arabic: "Mithqalu Dharratin" =a specific reference to that
most essential atomic Particle = "Proton" therein again) in the Skies or on the Earth,
and not "a smallerOne" than that (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Electron" therein again)
and not "a biggerOne" (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein again)
but is (precisely mentioned or/and recorded or/and coded) in a clear SCRIPTURE.

QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No. 34 / Verse No. 3
====================

So now, let us clearly witness
this "19" coded

"PreciseMEASURE" (="biQADARIN")

thus perfectly established unto this most specific

"Weight/Mass of a Particle" (="Mithqalu Dharratin"
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Proton" therein)
and "a smallerOne" than that
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Electron" therein)
and "a biggerOne" than that
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein) above,
by this most Wise and perfect Creation Design of our
from the very beginning above (54/49

Supreme LORD,

= 10/61 & 34/3 = 41/53)

now here thus:

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
A most important and fundamental information about Atoms,
(in a most elementary, simple, elegant and clear manner,
for everyone of us), now here:
http://www.chem4kids.com/files/atom_structure.html
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

Atoms are the foundation of chemistry.
They are the basis for everything in the Universe.
As you know, all matter is composed of Atoms.
.........
.........

the Atom
because it is the smallest distinct Unit of Matter.
Thereby, science is based on

.........
.........
Therefore, even though many supertiny atomic particles also exist, we always need to remember
only the "three"

most essential and basic "parts" of an Atom:
=Electrons, Protons, and Neutrons.
What are Electrons, Protons, and Neutrons?
Electrons are the smallest of those three basic particles above that make up all Atoms.
Electrons are found in shells or orbitals that surround the nucleus of an Atom.
Protons and Neutrons are found in the nucleus. They group together in the center of the Atom.
That's all we have to remember. (These most essential and basic) three easy "Pieces" (above).
.........
.........
(*So, we should also see the clear picture of it,
again here:
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
http://www.chem4kids.com/files/atom_structure.html

And we should also watch and clearly see it here:
"Just How Small is an Atom?"
(=i.e. its nucleus in the center that contain those "Protons" and "Neutrons" above,
and also its orbitals that contain those "Electrons" above)
(TEDEd) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQP4UJhNn0I
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

So now, let us clearly see here this most specific

"Weight/Mass of a Particle" (="Mithqalu Dharratin"
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Proton" therein)
and "a smallerOne" than that
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Electron" therein)
and "a biggerOne" than that
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein) above,
together with these absolutely exclusive and most essential two "Chapter/Verse" Numbers
throughout the whole QURAN

TESTAMENT (=10/61 & 34/3)

in which they have thus clearly and unmistakably been indicated and emphasized

in such a most Wise and perfect Manner
by our LORD
in this

ALLAH, from the very beginning, above, (=10/61 & 34/3)

"Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect orders,

now here thus:
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QURAN TESTAMENT

10 /
Chapter No. 34 /
Chapter No.

61
Verse No. 3
Verse No.

V
V
"Mass of a Particle" (="Mithqalu Dharratin"
(=i.e. a most specific reference to that
most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Proton" therein)
So, here is
Mass of a "Proton" =

938.27231...

MeV (=Mega electron Volts)

http://education.jlab.org/qa/particlemass_02.html
and here is the Gematrical Value of
this most specific term: "Mass of a Particle"
in its original Arabic in QURAN TESTAMENT above:

ﺫ ﺭ ﺓ

ﻡ ﺙ ﻕ ﺍ ﻝ

400 +200 +700

30 +1 +100 +500 +40

"Mithqalu Dharratin" above =(

1300

=

671

=

or/and
5 +200 +700

905

=

30 +1 +100 +500 +40

671

=

)

*Please, certainly note that
due to the fact that this unique very last letter above =(

ﺓ

)ﺫ ﺭ

actually consist of two Arabic letters:

ﺕ
gematrical value: 400 therein)
=(at the top of it:

and
=(at the bottom of it:
gematrical value:

٥

5 therein),

so, we will rightfully take it into account
thus perfectly in both ways (=i.e.
as

ﺕ

for/in the first case above,

gematrical value:

400 therein,

and
as

٥

for/in the second case above,

gematrical value:

5 therein.

(*So we can also see all Gematrical Values of each and every Arabic Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values)

QURAN TESTAMENT

10 /
Chapter No. 34 /
Chapter No.

61
Verse No. 3
Verse No.

V
V
and "a smallerOne" than that (="asgara" min dhalika)
(=i.e. a most specific reference to that
most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Electron" therein)
So, here is
Mass of an "Electron" =

0.51099...

MeV (=Mega electron Volts)

http://education.jlab.org/qa/particlemass_02.html
and here is the Gematrical Value of
this most specific term: "a smallerOne"
in its original Arabic in QURAN TESTAMENT above:

"asgara" above

=(

ﺍﺹﻍﺭ

)

200 +1000 +90 +1

1291

=

QURAN TESTAMENT

10 /
Chapter No. 34 /
Chapter No.

61
Verse No. 3
Verse No.

V
V
and "a biggerOne" than that (="akbara" min dhalika)
(=i.e. a most specific reference to that
most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein)
So, here is
Mass of a "Neutron" =

939.56563...

MeV (=Mega electron Volts)

http://education.jlab.org/qa/particlemass_02.html
and here is the Gematrical Value of
this most specific term: "a biggerOne"
in its original Arabic in QURAN TESTAMENT above:

"akbara" above

=(

ﺍﻙﺏﺭ

)

200 +2 +20 +1

223

=

So now, let us clearly see here this most specific

"Weight/Mass of a Particle" (="Mithqalu Dharratin"
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Proton" therein)
and "a smallerOne" than that
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Electron" therein)
and "a biggerOne" than that
(=i.e. most essential and basic atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein) above,
together with these absolutely exclusive and most essential two "Chapter/Verse" Numbers
throughout the whole QURAN

TESTAMENT (=10/61 & 34/3)

in which they have thus clearly and unmistakably been indicated and emphasized
in such a most Wise and perfect Manner
by our LORD

ALLAH, from the very beginning, above (=10/61 & 34/3)

in this

"Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect orders,

now here thus:
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All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
"ChapterVerse" Numbers
in which
Mass
of a

"biggerOne" < "Particle" > "smallerOne"
V

V

V

"Neutron" < "Proton" > "Electron"
have thus unmistakably been emphasized
in the QURAN

TESTAMENT

V

V

Gematrical
Value
V

Gematrical
Value
V
Mass

<
Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

a "biggerOne"

ﺍﻙﺏﺭ

10

61

34

Gematrical
Value
V

3

223

V

of
>
a "Particle"
a "smallerOne"

ﺫﺭﺓ

ﻡﺙﻕﺍﻝ

1300 671

V

ﺍﺹﻍﺭ

1291

V

Mass
of
<
a "Neutron"

Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

10

61

34

3

Mass
of
>
a "Proton"

Mass
of
an "Electron"

939.565

938.272

0.510

MegaelectronVolts

MegaelectronVolts

MegaelectronVolts

*

*

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

and then
again

"ChapterVerse" Numbers
in which
Mass
of a

"biggerOne" < "Particle" > "smallerOne"
V

V

V

"Neutron" < "Proton" > "Electron"
have thus unmistakably been emphasized
in the QURAN

TESTAMENT

V

V

Gematrical
Value
V

Gematrical
Value
V
Mass

<
Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

a "biggerOne"

ﺍﻙﺏﺭ

10

61

34

Gematrical
Value
V

3

223

of
>
a "Particle"
a "smallerOne"

ﺫﺭﺓ

ﻡﺙﻕﺍﻝ

905 671

ﺍﺹﻍﺭ

1291

61

34

V

Mass

Mass

of
<
a "Neutron"

Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

10

V

3

of
>
a "Proton"

939.56

938.272

MegaelectronVolts

MegaelectronVolts

*

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

*Please, absolutely note that
due to the fact that within these "Gematrical Values" above:

223

1300 671

1291

223

905 671

1291

there is thus specifically "onedigit" less
in this respect here (

1300

&

_905)

for/in that second Case above,
(*because we have thus taken this unique letter =(
rightfully, as letter:

ﺕ

 ) ﺫ ﺭinto account

(which is at the top of it above)

for/in that first Case above,
Gematrical Value =400 therein,
and

ﺓ

V
Mass
of
an "Electron"

0.51
MegaelectronVolts

*

rightfully, as letter:

٥

(which is at the bottom of it above)

for/in that second Case above,
Gematrical Value =5 therein,
so thereafter, we have thus rightfully taken into account these
absolute Values of "Mass" above:

939.565

938.272

0.510

939.56

938.272

0.51

thus "onedigit" less
in this respect here (

.565

&

.56_)

and here (

.510

&

.51_)

again for/in that second Case above,
in such a perfectly coherent/consistent and absolutely Complementary manner, in this most specific respect,
for/in that first Case and second Case above.

*And please, absolutely note that
due to the fact that the maximum Value
among all of those absolute Values of "Mass" above

939.),

is thus a threedigit Number before the decimal point therein above (=
so we have thus rightfully taken into account maximum three digits
also after each of those decimal points above:

939.56563... Mega electron Volts,
=938.27231... Mega electron Volts,
=0.51099... Mega electron Volts,
=

in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely Equable/Accurate manner,
also in this most specific respect, above,

by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

here again (54/49 = 10/61 & 34/3 = 41/53), from the very beginning!
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And now, if we take into account here
those most specific two "ChapterVerse" Numbers above:
Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

10

61

34

3

also in this exact reverse/opposite order
now here thus:
Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

34

3

10

61

this is what we can clearly see again
(in those exact "same patterns" as the previous Tables above)
in this

"Most AWESOME" & "Most WONDROUS" perfect orders,

finally, now here again thus:

All Praise

All Praise

is to

is to

ALLAH ALLAH
"ChapterVerse" Numbers
in which
Mass
of a

"biggerOne" < "Particle" > "smallerOne"
V

V

V

"Neutron" < "Proton" > "Electron"
have thus unmistakably been emphasized
in the QURAN

TESTAMENT

V

V

Gematrical
Value
V

Gematrical
Value
V
Mass

<
Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

a "biggerOne"

ﺍﻙﺏﺭ

34

3

10

Gematrical
Value
V

61

223

of
>
a "Particle"
a "smallerOne"

ﺫﺭﺓ

ﻡﺙﻕﺍﻝ

1300 671

ﺍﺹﻍﺭ

1291

3

10

61

V

Mass

Mass

of
<
a "Neutron"

Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

34

V

of
>
a "Proton"

V
Mass
of
an "Electron"

939.565

938.272

0.510

MegaelectronVolts

MegaelectronVolts

MegaelectronVolts

*

*

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

and then
again

"ChapterVerse" Numbers
in which
Mass
of a

"biggerOne" < "Particle" > "smallerOne"
V

V

V

"Neutron" < "Proton" > "Electron"
have thus unmistakably been emphasized
in the QURAN

TESTAMENT

V

V

Gematrical
Value
V

Gematrical
Value
V
Mass

<
Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

Gematrical
Value
V

a "biggerOne"

ﺍﻙﺏﺭ

of
>
a "Particle"
a "smallerOne"

ﺫﺭﺓ

ﻡﺙﻕﺍﻝ

ﺍﺹﻍﺭ

34

3

10

61

3

10

905 671

1291

V

V

V

Mass

Mass

of
<
a "Neutron"

Chapter Verse Chapter Verse

34

223

61

of
>
a "Proton"

939.56

938.272

MegaelectronVolts

MegaelectronVolts

*

*

19
19

=

x...

=

x...

by all of these absolutely Most Superb and matchless
perfect "Creation Designs" of our

Supreme LORD

(=17/88)

here again (72/28 = 78/29), from the very beginning!
V
V
V
V
=========================
28 ... for HE has encompassed all that is with them,
and

HE has preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaa) all things (=kulla shayin)

(=i.e. thus also and especially,
that most specific
"Weight/Mass" of a "Particle" (=i.e. a "Proton")

Mass
of
an "Electron"

0.51
MegaelectronVolts

*

and a "smallerOne" than that (=i.e. an "Electron") therein,
and a "biggerOne" than that (=i.e. a "Neutron") therein above,
from the very beginning)
as/in

"Numbers" (="Adadan")!
VVV

29 For We have preciselycomputed/counted (=ahsaynahu) all things (=kulla shayin)
(=i.e. thus also and especially,
these absolutely exclusive and most Essential
two "ChapterVerse" Numbers,
throughout the whole QURAN

TESTAMENT above: (10 61 & 34 3)

in which
this most specific
"Weight/Mass" of a "Particle" (=i.e. a "Proton")
and a "smallerOne" than that (=i.e. an "Electron") therein,
and a "biggerOne" than that (=i.e. a "Neutron") therein above,
have thus most Wisely and perfectly been Indicated and Emphasized by our LORD
from the very beginning, therein above: (10

ALLAH,

61 & 34 3)

"SCRIPTURE" (="KITABAN")!
(specifically, based upon Number "19" again,
as/in a

here: (54/49

from the very beginning,

= 10/61 & 34/3 = 74/2630, 31)!

QURAN TESTAMENT

72/28 = 78/29

=========================
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61 And any situation/matter/condition you may be in, and anything you recite thereby of the QURAN,
and any work you work for,

We are Witnesses over you when you endeavor therein.

And nothing can escape from (the Knowledge or/and the Command of) your LORD,
not even the "Weight/Mass of a Particle" (=in Arabic: "Mithqalu Dharratin" =a specific reference to that
most essential atomic Particle = "Proton" therein) on the Earth or in the Sky,
and not "a smallerOne" than that (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Electron" therein)
and not "a biggerOne" (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein)
but is (precisely mentioned or/and recorded or/and coded) in a clear SCRIPTURE
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, for/in this Final Age now!)
62 PayAttention! Certainly, the AllyServants of

ALLAH (=7/196),

there will not be any Fear over them thus especially, due to their such sincere Belief
and RighteousDeeds (=alSalihat) due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now,
and they will not Grieve thus especially, due to their such sincere Belief
and RighteousDeeds (=alSalihat) due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now! (=32/1519)
63 They are those who have believed and are (always) Conscious (of HIM).
64 For them are GladTidings in the worldly life and in the Hereafter.
There is no changing the Words of

ALLAH. Such is the Great Triumph!

65 Therefore, let not their utterances sadden you. (For) Certainly, The Glory is to
(for)

ALLAH, completely;

HE (Alone) is thus also and especially,

ALLHEARING,
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables again, above now ALLKNOWING!
due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables again, above now

QURAN TESTAMENT 10/6162636465

3 And those who rejected said: The "Hour" (thus also and especially,
of this anticipated "Smoke",
and also of those dreadful "Heavenly Requitals" thereafter =44/1016 in this Final Age now)
will not come to us!
Say: Yes, by my LORD, it will surely come to you (here in this case now =44/1016)!

HE is the Knower of the Unseen.
And nothing can escape from (the Knowledge or/and the Command of)

HIM,

not even the "Weight/Mass of a Particle" (=in Arabic: "Mithqalu Dharratin" =a specific reference to that
most essential atomic Particle = "Proton" therein again) in the Skies or on the Earth,
and not "a smallerOne" than that (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Electron" therein again)
and not "a biggerOne" (=a specific reference to that most essential atomic Particle = "Neutron" therein again)
but is (precisely mentioned or/and recorded or/and coded) in a clear SCRIPTURE
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it above, for/in this Final Age now!)
4 For HE will absolutely reward those who believe and work for RighteousDeeds (=alSalihat).

To them will be thus especially, due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds (=alSalihat)
due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables above now a "Forgiveness,"
and due to their such sincere Belief and RighteousDeeds (=alSalihat)
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables above now a
5 As for those who strive against

"generous Provision!" (=32/1519)

Our "19" coded "Signs" (here =74/2630, 31)

as if (they could) nullify them on the left side above & on the right side above (=22/47

& 49),

they will have a Retribution of painful affliction (when/if they insist on their own such barbaric, ignorant and arrogant attitudes
in this regard here, till the very end of their normal lifetime =22/72 &
6 And those who have been given
shall clearly see that

"The Knowledge" (here

what has been sent down to you from your

41/40 & 4/1718).

=74/2630,

31 = 17/105109)

LORD is absolutely The Truth,

and that it guides to the Path of thus also and especially,

ALLSOVEREIGN,
due to/on the right side of those "19" coded Tables again, above now ALLPRAISEWORTHY!
due to/on the left side of those "19" coded Tables again, above now

(=4/166170)

QURAN TESTAMENT 34/3456
====================
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24 And he (=i.e. a disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person) said:
This (QURAN) is nothing except an ancient Magic.
25 This is nothing except a (fabricated) Saying of a humanbeing.
26 (

ALLAH said): So (now) I will get him into Uprooter

(thereby thus to absolutely prove to him and to the whole World that

QURAN is definitely Not a manmade Message,
as that disbelieving or/and a skeptic Person erroneously claimed, in the first place, above,

but it is absolutely most Superb and matchless

Word of ALLAH here =17/88)

27 So what made you know what an Uprooter.
28 It does not letlast (but exempts those "decimal fractions,"

& 938.27231... &

rightfully, after those first main three digits therein (=e.g.
from/on the left sides of our Tables above)

)

and It does not letstay (but excludes those "decimal fractions,"
rightfully, after those first main three digits therein again (=e.g.
also from/on the right sides of our Tables above)

& 938.27231... &

)

29 (Thereupon, it presents) Tables (as/in all of those "Absolutely Awesome and Perfect Conclusions,"
due to/on that most Magnificent and fundamental

first Case

(i.e. those most specific "Gematrical Values" of
Mass
of
a "biggerOne"

a "Particle"

ﺍﻙﺏﺭ

ﺫﺭﺓ

a "smallerOne"

ﻡﺙﻕﺍﻝ

therein,

(=10/61 & 34/3)

ﺍﺹﻍﺭ

and then due to/on that most Magnificent and essential

second Case

(i.e. those most specific "Actual Values" of

V

V

V

Mass
of
a "Neutron"

a "Proton"

MegaelectronVolts

an "Electron"

MegaelectronVolts

due to/on all of those "left sides"
30 Upon it (there shall be)

&

therein,

(=10/61 & 34/3)

MegaelectronVolts
due to/on all of those "right sides" therein above) for all humanity.

"19"!

31 ...... And "It" (=i.e. that "Uprooter" again, as clearly pointed out
in the above 2430th Verses) is but a "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa") for all humanity.
*****
49 And from all things

We have created

thus also and especially, for/on the left sides
also here in this respect above
as/in

&

for/on the right sides

"pairs" (=i.e.

"Gematrical Values"

"Actual Values"

V
weight/Mass
of

V
&

weight/Mass
of

a "Particle"

=

a "smallerOne"

=

an "Electron"

a "biggerOne"

=

a "Neutron"

a "Proton"

that perhaps you may "takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona") thus especially,
based upon that

"19" coded "Commemoration" (="Dhikraa")

in the above Verses (3031), here again, in the very first place!

(=QURAN

TESTAMENT

74/2430, 31 =

"19"

&

^
51/49 =

"pairs" &

"Commemoration"

^

(="Dhikraa")

^

"takeCommemoration" (="taDhakkaroona")

====================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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